
 Unique convection design breaks away from the conventions.

 Luminous efficiency up to 150lm/W.

 Integrated terminal box for easy wiring of different smart control

solutions.

 Constant-current power supply ensures high efficiency, stability

and reliability.

 Energy-saving and long LED lifespan (>50,000 hours).

 Flexible Installation (suspension/fixed installation), suitable for

different environments.

 IP65.

LED High Bay
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Application
Plant, gymnasium, supermarket, refrigeration storage, warehouse, parking lot, logistics center and other

high-rise buildings.

Major Parameter

1.M represents the color temperature, which may be M=30(3000K), 40(4000K), 50(5000K), 57(5700K)...
2.X represents the lens angel,which may be X=060,100...
3.N represents Installation, which may be N=A, B.A represents fixed installation, B represents suspention .
4.O Represents non-dimmable, while“ -D” represents dimmable.
5.Color Options: white/black.
6.DALI/Zigbee functions are optional.
7.For more testing information, please contact our sales supervisor.

Model CZ-HB-150ATM-X-TNO CZ-HB-200ATM-X-TNO

Power 150 W 200 W

LED 5050

LED Quantity 138 PCS 200 PCS

Luminous Flux 25500 lm 34000 lm

Light efficiency 170 lm/W

Ra 70

Input Voltage AC100-240V/277V , 50~60Hz

Size（Φ×H）Type A Φ380x188mm

Size（Φ×H）Type B Φ380x145mm

Net Weight 4.7 kg 4.9 kg

Package（L×W×H） 440x440x145mm

Color temperature 3000K, 4000K, 5000K, 5700K, 6500K

Adaptable temperature -40℃—+50℃

Warranty 5 years

Beam Angle

600 1000

dimming 0-10V/DALI/Zigbee/sensor

Certification ETL/DLC/CE/ROHS
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Installations
—Type A
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—Type B

—connection

Lamp features
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0-10V/DALI

Zigbee/Sensor

For more testing information, please contact our sales supervisor.
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Package
Chainzone’s ATHENA high bay adopts shockproof PE foam and carton box as the packing manner which

effectively prevent damage on the way of long-distance transport.

Note
Power must be cut off before the lamp is installed or the wires are connected.

It’s natural that the surface temperature would be higher to some extent during usage.

Do not apply any external force on the lamp or intentionally drop it.

LED high bay should be stored in a cool, dry and clean place.

CZ-HB-150ATM-X-TNO CZ-HB-200ATM-X-TNO

Size（Φ×H）
Type A Φ380x188mm

Size（Φ×H）
Type B Φ380x145mm

Package
（L×W×H） 4400x4400x145mm

Quantity 1 pcs
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